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Abstract: This paper presents a study about augmented-reality-based chemistry learning in a uni-
versity lecture. Organic chemistry is often perceived as particularly difficult by students because
spatial information must be processed in order to understand subject specific concepts and key
ideas. To understand typical chemistry-related representations in books or literature, sophisticated
mental rotation- and other spatial abilities are needed. Providing an augmented reality (AR) based
learning support in the learning setting together with text and pictures is consistent with the idea of
multiple external representations and the cognitive theory of multimedia learning. Using multiple
external representations has proven to be beneficial for learning success, because different types
of representations are processed separately in working memory. Nevertheless, the integration of
a new learning medium involves the risk to hinder learning, in case of being not suitable for the
learning topic or learning purpose. Therefore, this study investigates how the AR-use affects students’
cognitive load during learning in three different topics of organic chemistry. For this purpose also
the usability of AR learning support is considered and the possible reduction of the influence of the
mental rotation on learning success will be investigated.

Keywords: augmented reality; cognitive load; chemistry; usability

1. Introduction
1.1. Augmented Reality as a Tool to Support Learning

Augmented Reality (AR) technology allows to extend real environments with digital
elements. This augmentation can be done by the integration of virtual computer-based
objects in a real world environment in real time [1]. In the past, typically large head-
mounted-displays were needed to use AR, but due to the wide spread of mobile devices,
meanwhile it is possible to use AR with common smartphones or tablets [2,3]. Independent
of the technical implementation, Azuma [1] defines three characteristics all AR systems
have to fulfill. AR systems should present three-dimensional virtual objects on screen.
Secondly, it should be possible to interact with these objects in real time on screen, e.g.,
to manipulate or to rotate them. The last and most important characteristic is that AR
combines the real environment with a virtual world. This characteristic allows a differenti-
ation between augmented reality and virtual reality, where the real world environment is
completely masked out.

The most popular type of AR is the so-called marker-based AR [4]. In an educational
context a marker is typically a two-dimensional image, printed in textbooks or other
instructional materials. This image could be an artificial illustration like a QR-code or a
symbolic representation like a chemical formula. Moreover, real-world objects can serve as
markers [3]. Technically, a mobile device detects a marker with its camera and compares
it with a defined database of markers and related virtual 3D objects. In case of a match,
the specific virtual object appears on screen above or in any other spatial relation to the
marker. Therefore, in marker-based AR approaches the virtual object seems to coexist with
the underlying marker [4].
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Several studies investigated the modes of AR-use and the benefits and potentials of
AR-based learning. The majority of studies report that AR-tools are primarily used on
the introductory stage of a new material or knowledge acquisition [3,4]. The aim is to aid
students to explore and generalize specific concepts [3,5,6]. One benefit of AR compared to
more conventional learning materials is the representation of three-dimensional virtual
objects or animations and simulations of processes. This can aid students to recognize
phenomena that cannot be seen in reality and to comprehend abstract concepts [2,6]. The
possibilities of AR are not only limited to view static objects. The interaction with them is
also possible in real time, e.g., to perceive the objects from different sides and angles [7].
Nielsen et al. [2] point out that the combination of multiple representations—namely, the
virtual objects with the markers—can facilitate students’ ability to experience phenomena
that are otherwise impossible or infeasible.

Empirical research projects about different domains found out that students of dif-
ferent ages outperformed reference groups, who did not use AR-support [4,6,8,9]. In
addition to learning achievement, positive effects on enhancing students’ spatial abili-
ties and learning engagement were also found [8]. What is especially interesting is the
finding that AR seems to have a larger impact on low-achieving students than on high-
achievers [6]. In addition, higher amounts of learning motivation due to AR-support were
measured [2,4]. In interviews students reported to feel supported by the AR-use and the
related AR-representations [2].

To obtain such advantages, AR-applications have to fulfil the requirement of usability.
Some studies reported usability problems, if an AR-application does not work properly (e.g.,
the marker recognition) or if it is difficult to use [4,8,10]. Consequently, students may feel
frustrated. Both aspects would undermine the principle of learning before technology by
Nielsen et al. [2] and the demand of Bacca et al. [4] to take the usability of AR-applications
into account.

The question of usability is also related to how the information is presented on screen.
It is very important not to distract students by too many virtual objects or animations, which
could cause distraction and an informational overflow [4,8]. If too much information appear
on screen it can be assumed that the students’ cognitive load during learning will increase
consequently, leading to split-attention, which is not desirable at all in any learning setting.
In addition, besides the usability in a technical sense, a question instructors are faced with
during development, is how to design a suitable learning support and simultaneously to
avoid cognitive overload [11,12]. For now, most of the studies concerning AR in science
education focused on learning outcomes or affective variables like motivation or enjoyment
and reported positive results [8,12–14]. On the contrary, only few studies investigated
how AR affects the learners’ cognitive load during learning [8]. In this case, diverse
results are reported, which in some studies AR seems to reduce cognitive load, while other
papers measured an increase [8,11,13]. Researchers agree that more research concerning
the AR-use in educational settings in necessary [8,12,14].

An interesting subject area for further AR-research is the field of chemistry education,
because AR seems to be able to bring out its potential within this field. The combination of
different representations like pictures, text and virtual 3D objects can visualize phenomena,
which usually cannot be perceived in a more conventional learning setting.

1.2. Representations in Science Education

Representations play an indispensable role in science communication [15–18]. To
express chemical phenomena, there is huge variety of representations like wedge-dash-
notations, ball-and-stick-models or symbolic representations like chemical equations or
chemical structures [16,17,19,20]. Wu and Puntambekar [21] distinguish the following four
forms of external representations with the given examples:

• Verbal–textual: This type of representation consists of written text and verbal information.
• Symbolic–mathematical: Examples from the context of chemistry are element-symbols,

structural formulas, or ball-and-stick-models.
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• Visual–graphical: This type of representations has a reference in their kind of repre-
sentation to the real-life phenomena on the macroscopic level [20].

• Action–operational: Examples from the context of chemistry are hands-on experiments
and inquiry-based actions.

In chemistry, scientists as well as learners deal with multiple external representations
—mostly text and pictures— which are typically embedded in instructional materials, or
scientific papers. The combination of pictorial and verbal representations has proven to be
effective for complex cause-and-effect-systems, which often occur in sciences [22].

To enable learning, the external information of multiple representations have to be
transformed into an internal mental model by each learner. A concept, which describes
this transfer from the external towards the internal representation, is the Cognitive Theory
of Multimedia Learning (CTML) [3]. This theory consists of three main assumptions and
different principles to design multimedia learning. First, CTML assumes that visual and
verbal/textual representations are perceived and processed by different cognitive channels.
The second assumption states that the capacity of the working memory is limited, which is
in line with the Cognitive Load Theory by Sweller and colleagues [22]. This means that each
of the cognitive channels can only process a limited amount of information simultaneously.
The third assumption of the theory foregrounds a constructivist understanding of learning
in that the learner must actively process the relevant information for meaningful learning
to occur. Therefore, he or she has to select relevant information, organize them into a
coherent mental model and integrate this within already existing prior knowledge. After
explaining these three main assumptions of the Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning,
hereafter three selected principles for designing multimedia learning materials that are
effective for learning shall be outlined briefly.

The multimedia principle states that presenting two representation types like texts
and pictures combined, has proven to be effective for learning. Learners are able to build
better mental connections between these two different kinds of representation [11]. This
principle is a consequence of the assumption that different kinds of representations are
processed in different cognitive channels and each channels’ capacity is limited. Close to
the multimedia principle there are two other principles that explain how the combination
of the different types of media should be orchestrated.

The spatial contiguity principle states that text should be presented near by the corre-
sponding picture or animation that it describes. If done so, learners do not have to invest
lots of their limited cognitive capacity for searching information from somewhere else and
matching it [11]. The temporal contiguity principle claims that corresponding narrations
and animations should be presented at the same time for the same reason, so learners will
be better able to make mental connections between words and pictures simultaneously.

In retrospect on Section 1.1, these three principles can be fulfilled by an Augmented
Reality tool. The augmentation of the real world itself, provides a second type of representa-
tion in the learning setting (multimedia principle). If the AR is designed marker-based, the
spatial contiguity—as well as the temporal contiguity principle are already considered by
its definition. The marker-based approach specifies that a three-dimensional virtual object
or animation is displayed on a mobile device screen, e.g., above a two-dimensional printed
image, which serves as a marker. So, the user gets presented both kinds of representation
spatially close to each other and at the same time.

The Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning shows that in order to integrate the
organized mental model from the external representations into existing mental entities, it
is necessary to have specific prior knowledge. At this point a problem arises, called the
representation dilemma. On the one hand, students have to learn from representations to
acquire new knowledge. On the other hand, they also need prior knowledge to learn about
these representations themselves [18]. This possible dilemma is very relevant, especially
for chemistry learning. Studies found out that the ability of visual model comprehension is
a key factor as well as a predictor for learning success in chemistry [16,23].
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A vivid example for this representation dilemma is the huge variety of chemical
representations, which illustrate chemical phenomena on different levels of abstraction.
Obviously to link these different levels of abstraction and to comprehend the chemical
contents behind, it is indispensable to have representational competencies to understand
each representation of the different abstraction levels and also to see the interconnections
in-between [6,17,24]. Otherwise, this would result in insufficient content knowledge.

The dilemma of representational competencies applies also to organic chemical repre-
sentations, because they convey even three-dimensional spatial information. The reason
for this is that the element carbon—which is the key element in organic chemistry—binds
itself mostly with four other elements and tries to maximize the distance between these
substituents, to reach an energetic minimum. This results in a tetrahedral geometry.
Therefore, the use of organic chemical representations requires cognitive processes in
three-dimensional spatial domain, like recognizing spatial forms, transformations between
different two-dimensional and three-dimensional representations of molecules, and ma-
nipulating them mentally in space [16,24]. For students it is crucial to have spatial and
mental rotation abilities to be able to comprehend organic chemical representations and to
avoid learning errors [16,17]. Research on spatial abilities in the field of organic chemistry
showed that students with high spatial abilities outperformed students with low spatial
abilities. Students with high spatial abilities were also able to express their mental models
by creating and drawing proper representations with spatial information [25–27].

The ability of mental rotation is a variable characteristic that can be developed and
advanced over lifetime by appropriate interventions and training [24,28–30]. Therefore,
researchers demand chemistry faculties to help their students to become competent in
domain specific spatial abilities and in mental rotation [17,31,32]. Harle and Towns [17]
especially point out to train the transformation from two-dimensional images towards
three-dimensional models. This relates towards the perception and cognitive processing of
multiple external representations.

For the training of students in their representational competencies as well as their vi-
suospatial thinking, Wu and Shah [16] suggest five design principles for chemistry-related
visualization tools. The first principle demands for providing multiple representations and
descriptions of the same information. The verbal explanation of the visual representations
enhances students to interpret the visual representations verbally and fosters to use the
chemical terminology. As a second design principle, Wu and Shah [16] recommend to
make the referential connections between different representation types visible, to avoid
students to create incorrect connections. A third principle calls for presenting the dynamic
and interactive nature of chemistry. Wu and Shah [16] suggest animations, simulations,
or video-clips for this purpose, to support learners in developing dynamic mental mod-
els, which have proven to be helpful for imagining dynamic chemical processes. Design
principle number four demands to promote the translation between 2D and 3D represen-
tations. The problem arises that 2D representations mostly do not provide depth-cues
like a structural formula does. To face this problem, features should be included in a
visualization tool that facilitate the translation from 2D into 3D representations and vice
versa, e.g., the rotation of the 3D model to compare 2D and 3D representations easily. The
fifth and last design principle for designing a chemical visualization tool considers the
cognitive load while learning. The necessary spatial ability for imagining and rotating
three-dimensional chemical models arouses high amounts of cognitive load, so learners
with low spatial abilities are in disadvantage. A supportive learning tool should reduce the
demands on visuospatial processing resources by presenting visual and verbal information
contiguously to enable learners to build systematic connections between both types of
representations [16].

The five design principles of Wu and Shah [16] sum up the theoretical circumstances
for learning organic chemistry discussed above, especially concerning multiple external
representations and visuospatial representational competencies. A very promising ap-
proach for a possible learning environment, which could consider all five design principles
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of a chemistry-related visualization tool, is the technique Augmented Reality (short AR).
As AR is a new medium within the learning process, it has to be researched very properly
to ensure that it is beneficial and not hindering for the specific learning purpose of organic
chemistry. While designing an AR-application, the design principles deduced from the
Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning by Mayer [33] as well as the design principles
for chemistry-related visualization tools by Wu and Shah [16] should be considered. These
principles intend to minimize unnecessary cognitive load in learning and appropriate
AR-support can further promote this.

1.3. Aim of This Study and Research Questions

Between the mentioned findings, concerning the educational benefits of Augmented
Reality and organic chemistry learning rises a gap in research. For now, it is not yet known
how the use of AR affects the cognitive load in cognitive demanding topics of organic
chemistry. This paper shall contribute to close the gap and answer the question, whether
students perceive lower cognitive load while learning organic chemistry AR-based, and if
there is an interrelation towards the perceived AR-usability or the students’ mental rotation
abilities. Therefore, this paper addresses the following research questions.

RQ1: Do students perceive a lower cognitive load when learning organic chemistry in an
AR-based way compared to a control group?
RQ2: Is there an interrelation between the AR-usability and the students’ perceived cogni-
tive load?
RQ3: Do students perceive a lower cognitive load when learning organic chemistry in
dependence to their mental rotation abilities?

2. Materials and Methods

We try to answer the three research questions as a subsection of a larger pre-/post
study in an experimental-/control-group design. For the subject matter of the study, we
chose three different topics of organic chemistry. These are stereochemistry, carbonyl-
chemistry, and pericyclic reactions. We selected these three topics with care, concerning the
research questions, because they demand for sophisticated mental rotation abilities.

2.1. Topics

To elaborate the topic stereochemistry properly, molecules in different ways of chemi-
cal representations have to be rotated around themselves at different angles on one or two
axes. Depending on the task, they also have to be rotated intramolecularly around bonds
between two different atoms. Carbonyl-chemistry is about chemical reactions of carbonyl
compounds. For the understanding of these reactions, it is necessary to know at which posi-
tion and in which angle a reactant can accumulate at another reactant three- dimensionally
to initiate a chemical reaction. As the name suggests, also the topic of pericyclic reactions
is about chemical reactions. Complex three-dimensional molecules accumulate at other
reactants and react towards complex three-dimensional products. These accumulations
take place laterally or also one above the other. During these reactions, some parts of
the molecules also fold upwards or downwards. So, finally, complex three-dimensional
products result from these reactions.

Due to these specific characteristics, it is obvious that the topics of stereochemistry,
carbonyl-chemistry and pericyclic reactions demand for sophisticated mental rotation and
spatial abilities to understand the contents and concepts behind. Therefore, they offer
themselves to investigate the impact of AR while learning these topics.

2.2. Implementation

The sample we used for the study consists of university students at a German uni-
versity, enrolled in the chemistry Bachelor of Science degree. To minimize the effort for
the students to participate in our study, we conducted all parts of the study in the regular
lecture session of an organic chemistry lecture. To do so, we collaborated with the lecture’s
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professor to implement our study in his lecture and coordinated the content. The coordi-
nation of content was straightforward because stereochemistry, carbonyl-chemistry, and
pericyclic reactions are subject of this lecture regularly.

2.3. Time Table and Sample

In the first week of the semester, we conducted a self-developed pre-test. This test
was used to measure the students’ prior knowledge in stereochemistry, carbonyl-chemistry,
and pericyclic reactions as well as in organic chemistry generally. We also gathered data
concerning mental rotation abilities and demographic data.

After the pre-test, we divided the sample in an experimental and a control group. This
was done with regard to the research questions to be able to measure possible differences
between both groups. We assigned the students to the groups under consideration of
their pre-test scores, to ensure to form two comparable groups. A multivariate analysis of
variance of the scores of all parameters measured during the pre-test showed no significant
differences between both groups.

During the semester, we conducted three interventions—one for each topic (see
Figure 1). Some days after the pre-test, which was joined by N = 61 students (61.3%
male, 37.1% female, 1.6% divers; age: M = 21.43; SD = 2.78) we intervened 41 students in
stereochemistry. After 8 weeks the topic of carbonyl-chemistry followed for 27 students
and another 6 weeks later at the end of the semester 21 student elaborated pericyclic
reactions. Unfortunately, the number of students dropped sharply during the semester.
Each intervention session took place during the lecture’s regular schedule slot instead of
the regular lecture at each day. During the interventions, group one (nonAR) worked with
learning materials for the specific topic and group two worked with the same learning
materials and they used Augmented Reality (AR) additionally. There was a working phase
of about 60 min for each topic, where the students worked on their own on the given
instructional material. Both groups worked at the same time, but in different rooms, to
avoid jealousness effects for the AR-use in group one. Subsequent to the 60-min working
phase, we measured the students’ content knowledge of the specific topic elaborated in the
intervention before with a post-test. Therefore, we used the same items from the pre-test to
allow a pre-to-post-comparison. Additionally, we asked the students to rate their perceived
cognitive load during the working phase. The students from group two, using augmented
reality, rated the perceived usability, additionally.

2.4. Instruments

In order to conduct the study as described, we developed three different learning
materials and AR-apps, each one for the topic stereochemistry, carbonyl-chemistry, and
pericyclic reactions as well as corresponding test items.

All learning materials provide the topics’ contents by external representations, namely
by a combination of texts and pictures. Concerning the dual coding theory by Paivio [34]
and the Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning by Mayer [23], we paid much attention
on a content wise fitting of texts and pictures in the learning materials, to avoid an increase
of extraneous cognitive load. The pictures in the learning materials serve as markers to
trigger the AR. The learning material for stereochemistry provides 22 AR-markers, the
material for carbonyl-chemistry 24 AR-markers and the material for pericyclic reactions
19 AR-markers.

Additionally to the learning materials, we developed an iOS-based app called Aug-
mented Reality Chemistry (short ARC) with the software Unity-3D and the Vuforia-
Framework. In the app, pictures, which are printed two-dimensionally in the learning
materials, are linked with 3D models or 3D animations. These 3D models and animations
are self-developed with the software Blender. The app was provided in the study on Apple
iPads (6th generation). The participants can scan the markers in the learning materials
with the iPad’s camera, to trigger the AR. All displayed models or animations on screen
allow user interaction in real time, e.g., scaling or rotating. All animations are played
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in a continuous loop. The AR-models in the app, present the specific three-dimensional
information given in the learning materials by text and pictures only two-dimensionally.

Figure 1. Timetable of the entire study | Used instruments are described in Section 2.4.
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Figure 2 shows an example of the self-developed learning material, in this case for
stereochemistry. The text describes the differences of organic molecules in ecliptic or
staggered formation, which are both illustrated in wedge-dash-notation for the ethane
molecule below. The red letters “AR” under the pictures invite the participants to scan this
figure with the iPad’s camera to trigger the AR. In this case, a 3D animation of the ethane
molecule appears in wedge-dash-notation on screen, which switches in a continuous loop
from the ecliptic into the staggered formation and backwards. In this manner the effects of
ecliptic and staggered formation can be clarified three-dimensionally.

Figure 2. Example of the learning material about stereochemistry.

In Figure 3 the app ARC can be seen in use in combination with the learning material.
The ball-and-stick-model of a hypothetical molecule on screen shall be rotated around
its axes. This can be done by finger-gestures in real time on screen. The learning goal of
this task is to illustrate and self-experience the principle of chirality, where two structural
identical molecules behave like image and reflection but do not provide the same chemical
characteristics. Figure 3 shows illustrative how the virtual three-dimensional object on
screen seems to coexist with the two-dimensional picture on the paper.

Figure 3. Example of the App Augmented Reality Chemistry (ARC) in use (rotateable 3D model).

As well as the pictures and the text in the learning materials, also the AR-models were
developed according to typical textbooks for organic chemistry [35].

To present not only static objects in the app, Figure 4 shows another screenshot of the
AR-app in use. This time, the app displays a chemical reaction from the learning material
of the topic pericyclic reactions. The three-dimensional virtual objects on the screen play
an animation in a continuous loop of the so-called Diels–Alder-reaction. During the 15 s
lasting animation, both chemical educts accumulate to the chemical product of the reaction.
In order to obtain the reactions’ product, the so-called orbitals of several atoms have to be
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considered (red and blue shapes in Figure 4), which is why understanding the reaction
is cognitive demanding. The big advantage of the AR-app here is that it does not only
present the initial-state as well as the product-state of the reaction, but also the way from
the educts to the product, which might be very useful for a reasonable understanding of
the reactions concept.

Figure 4. Example of the App ARC in use (3D animation of a chemical reaction).

Additionally to the descriptions of how the app ARC works, Supplemental Materials
are offered. Via QR-codes at the end of this paper, two short video clips can be accessed,
which illustrate the examples from Figures 3 and 4 in use.

In order to answer research question one, we measured the students’ perceived cogni-
tive load. Therefore, we used a 9-item questionnaire on a 6-point Likert-scale by Klepsch
and colleagues [36]. This questionnaire is based on a self-assessment and distinguishes the
cognitive load in three types. The intrinsic cognitive load describes the amount of load
that learners need to invest to actively process the learning subject. In other words, the
learning subject brings a specific complexity, which cannot be reduced without removing
aspects. The second part of cognitive load is called extraneous cognitive load. It describes
the cognitive effort needed to comprehend the learning material by its layout and design.
An example for extraneous load is already given by Mayer [23] in his spatial contiguity
principle. If a text and a related picture are placed on different pages of a book, a lot more
extraneous cognitive load is necessary, to transfer the information from the text towards
the picture and vice versa, compared to presenting text and picture spatially close to each
other. The third component of cognitive load is the germane load. Under estimation that
the cognitive capacity is limited, this is the part of cognitive capacity, a learner can invest
in meaningful learning activities individually.

Concerning research question two, the participants rated the app-usability on the
System-usability scale by Brooke [37]. This questionnaire was developed to evaluate the
usability of several complex technical systems and has proven to be inexpensive, effective
and highly reliable [38]. It consists of 10 items, each 5 with positive and negative statements
alternating, which ask for agreement on a five-point Likert-scale from strongly agree to
strongly disagree. Out of these 10 items a usability score for each participant can be
calculated. This score covers a scale from zero, which indicates a very bad usability to
100, which means a perfect usability. Bangor, Kortum, and Miller [38] added an adjective
description to the questionnaire, to make the usability score more interpretable. Depending
on the peculiarity of the individual usability score, seven adjective ratings range from
worst imaginable to best imaginable.

To measure the participants’ performance in pre- and post-tests, we developed test
items for each of the three topics. All these items are in a multiple choice single-select
format. Each item has one correct answer and three distractors for choice.

For the topic of stereochemistry, six items ask to rotate a given molecule around
its bonding-axis in wedge-dash-notation or in Newman-projection. In four items the
participants have to rotate molecules represented as ball-and-stick-models on one axis and
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in another four items on two axes. In another two items each, the same has to be done with
molecules presented in wedge-dash-notation. Furthermore, the test includes two items to
mirror a molecule and two items to determine the correct so-called absolute configuration
of a molecule in the wedge-dash-notation.

We also developed 17 items to test the participants’ knowledge in carbonyl-chemistry.
The first two items present ball-and-stick-models, where the participants shall name the
correct corresponding orbitals and an electrostatic potential map. The next three items are
presented as ball-and-stick-models, where possible areas where reactants can accumulate
in case of carbonyl chemical reactions have to be selected. Six items ask to identify the
correct geometry of typical carbonyl-molecules or intermediates presented in wedge-dash-
notations. Another six items show first steps of carbonyl-reactions. The participants shall
predict the correct product of the reaction, depending on the three-dimensional geometry,
e.g., of the reactants or the intermediates of the reaction.

Six of the 15 items for the topic of pericyclic reactions ask to name the correct orbital
matching of two reactants of pericyclic reactions. Three items of them are each in two-
dimensional and three-dimensional representation in the wedge-dash-notation. Nine items
aim to predict the correct product of pericyclic reactions. Three items of them present two-
dimensional structure formulas and another six items show the task in three-dimensional
wedge-dash-notations.

For measuring the participants’ general prior knowledge in organic chemistry, we
used 10 items of the organic chemistry expertise test by Dickmann et al. [24]. The mental
rotation abilities were measures with 12 items of the PURDUE Visualization of Rotations
Test [39].

3. Results
3.1. Reliability Analysis

Before taking a closer look at the results, we analyzed the internal consistency of all
scales used. For the 12 items of the PURDUE Visualization of Rotations Test, a Cronbach’s
alpha value of α = 0.719 (N = 55) was measured. Table 1 shows the Cronbach’s alpha values
for the three subscales of the cognitive load questionnaire by Klepsch et al. [36] for each of
the three topics.

Table 1. Reliability analysis of the cognitive load items.

Intrinsic Load (α) Extraneous Load (α) Germane Load (α)

Stereochemistry (n = 41) 0.798 0.700 0.708
Carbonyl-chemistry (n = 27) 0.888 0.728 0.569
Pericyclic reactions (n = 21) 0.771 0.623 0.578

The results of the reliability analysis for the 10 items of the System-usability scale are
reported in Table 2.

Table 2. Reliability analysis of the System-usability scale.

System-Usability Scale (α)

Stereochemistry (n = 19) 0.797
Carbonyl-chemistry (n = 15) 0.671
Pericyclic reactions (n = 13) 0.718

The internal consistency of the cognitive load items seem to be overall acceptable. For
the extraneous load of pericyclic reactions as well as for the germane load in carbonyl-
chemistry and pericyclic reactions the Cronbach’s alpha value is quite poor. The relatively
small sample size could be an explanation for this. The reliability of the System-usability
scale overall as well as of the PURDUE Visualization of Rotations Test are also acceptable.
Therefore, the three scales can be used for further calculations.
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3.2. Results for the Topic Stereochemistry

In order to answer the three research questions, we analyzed the perceived cognitive
load, the students’ rating on the app-usability and the correlations between different
parameters. This section focusses on the topic stereochemistry. The means of the cognitive
load rating are shown in Figure 5 divided by intrinsic, extraneous and germane load as
well as between both groups. Tables 3 and 4 show the correlation matrices, separated for
both groups. Included are the students’ general abilities in organic chemistry (GenOC),
their mental rotation abilities (Mental_Rotation), their scores in the pre-test ( . . . _Pre), their
scores in the post-tests (PostScore_...), their perceived intrinsic (InL_...), extraneous (ExL_...)
and germane (GeL_...) cognitive load as well as their individual usability rating on the app
ARC (SUS_...).

Figure 5. Cognitive load for the topic stereochemistry (n = 41).

Table 3. Correlations for group one (non-Augmented Reality (AR)) for the topic stereochemistry.

GenOC Mental_Rotation S_Pre PostScore_S InL_S ExL_S GeL_S SUS_S

GenOC
Mental_Rotation 0.107

S_Pre 0.378 * 0.546 **
PostScore_S 0.478 * 0.683 ** 0.845 **

InL_S −0.454 −0.035 −0.362 −0.200
ExL_S −0.469 * −0.111 −0.123 −0.163 0.502 *
Gel_S −0.449 0.276 −0.203 −0.005 0.301 −0.071
SUS_S - - - - - - - -

* The correlation is significant at the level of p < 0.05; ** The correlation is significant at the level of p < 0.01.

Table 4. Correlations for group two (AR) for the topic stereochemistry.

GenOC Mental_Rotation S_Pre PostScore_S InL_S ExL_S GeL_S SUS_S

GenOC
Mental_Rotation 0.116

S_Pre 0.177 0.601 *
PostScore_S 0.248 0.030 0.818 **

InL_S −0.111 0.267 −0.234 −0.597 **
ExL_S 0.129 −0.565 * −0.040 −0.657 ** 0.757 **
Gel_S 0.073 0.474 0.153 0.151 0.566* 0.153
SUS_S −0.195 0.306 −0.477 0.112 −0.262 −0.524 * 0.163

* The correlation is significant at the level of p < 0.05; ** The correlation is significant at the level of p < 0.01.
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The students of group two (AR) rated the usability of our application ARC for the
topic stereochemistry with the System-usability scale by Brooke [37]. For each student
a usability score was calculated. The mean usability score of all students for the topic
stereochemistry is M = 81.32 (SD = 14.08).

Figure 5 shows that students, who worked with AR-support perceived a lower intrinsic
as well as extraneous cognitive load, compared to students, who learned without using
Augmented Reality on a descriptive level. However, these differences miss statistically
significance F(1, 39) = 1,791, p = 0.189. The values for germane load of both groups are
nearly at the same level.

Tables 3 and 4 present the correlations between several parameters. Some results
for both groups align with existing findings from the literature. For example, there are
strong-sized and significant correlations between the mental rotation abilities and the
pre-test scores as well as between the pre-test- and the post-test scores [16,17].

However, there are also some differences between both groups. While in group one
the abilities in organic chemistry in general correlate strongly and significantly with the
students’ results in the post-test, this connection is only small-sized and non-significant
for group two. A similar finding appears for the connection between the student’s mental
rotation abilities and the post-test score. While both parameters correlate strongly and
significantly in group one, this connection does not appear for group two. The results
show a strong negative and significant correlation between the usability rating of the app
ARC and the extraneous cognitive load. While in group one there are only small and
non-significant negative connections between the post-test score and the intrinsic as well
as with the extraneous cognitive load, these negative correlations are strong-sized and
significant for group two. Additionally, interesting to point out are group differences for
the connections between the organic chemistry abilities in general and the three types of
cognitive load. While there are medium-sized negative correlations (for extraneous load
even significant) in group one, these cannot be found for group two.

3.3. Results for the Topic Carbonyl-Chemistry

After investigating the cognitive load and several correlations for the topic stereo-
chemistry, this section focusses on the evaluation of the second topic of the study, namely
carbonyl-chemistry. The usability rating for the topic carbonyl-chemistry results in a
usability score of M = 89.17 (SD = 8.05).

The three types of cognitive load displayed in Figure 6 differ between group one and
two. Students of the experimental group reported a lower intrinsic as well as extraneous
cognitive load, compared to the reference group. However, these findings remain non-
significant F(1, 25) = 2,608, p = 0.119. The values for the germane cognitive load are on a
compareable level for both groups, in little advantage for the reference group.

Again correlations were analyzed (see Tables 5 and 6). A group difference is visible for
the correlation between mental rotation abilities and the post-test score. While in group one
this correlation is medium-sized, it does not occur for group two. The correlation between
the abilities in organic chemistry in general and the post-test score is a little stronger
for group one than for group two. Comparing the correlations between mental rotation
abilities and post-test score shows that for group one there is a medium-sized significant
connection, which does not come up for group two. Furthermore, by contasting both
groups between mental rotation abilites and the three types of cognitive load, it is visibile
that the connections for group one are a little stronger, than for group two. As already
occurred for the topic of stereochemistry, also for carbonyl-chemistry there is a strong-sized,
negative, and significant correlation between the students usability rating on the app ARC
and their perceived extraneous cognitive load. While for group one the calculation results
in a strong-sized and significant correlation between pre-test- and post-test score for the
topic of carbonyl-chemistry, this correlation does not appear for group two.
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Figure 6. Cognitive load for the topic carbonyl-chemistry (n = 27).

Table 5. Correlations for group one (NonAR) for the topic carbonyl-chemistry.

GenOC Mental_Rotation C_Pre PostScore_C InL_C ExL_C GeL_C SUS_C

GenOC
Mental_Rotation 0.107

C_Pre 0.590 ** 0.406 *
PostScore_C 0.739 ** 0.440 0.644 *

InL_C −0.252 0.286 −0.058 −0.312
ExL_C −0.227 0.333 0.224 −0.005 0.331
Gel_C −0.594 * 0.228 −0.502 −0.535 0.253 −0.110
SUS_C - - - - - - - -

* The correlation is significant at the level of p < 0.05; ** The correlation is significant at the level of p < 0.01.

Table 6. Correlations for group two (AR) for the topic carbonyl-chemistry.

GenOC Mental_Rotation C_Pre PostScore_C InL_C ExL_C GeL_C SUS_C

GenOC
Mental_Rotation 0.116

C_Pre −0.127 −0.053
PostScore_C 0.600 * 0.014 0.090

InL_C 0.080 0.124 0.405 −0.330
ExL_C 0.198 0.252 0.097 0.268 0.335
Gel_C 0.288 0.118 0.509 0.061 0.183 −0.154
SUS_C −0.521 * 0.280 0.095 −0.435 −0.120 −0.588 * 0.099

* The correlation is significant at the level of p < 0.05.

3.4. Results for the Topic Pericyclic Reactions

In this section, the analysis of cognitive load and the correlation calculations focusses
on the topic pericyclic reactions (see Tables 7 and 8). The usability score for this topic is
M = 90.63 (SD = 8.13).

With regard to both other topics, a similar trend of group differences in cognitive load
is visible in Figure 7 for the topic of pericyclic reactions. Again the students of group two
rated the intrinsic as well as the extraneous cognitive load lower than the students in group
one. For the germane load, the experimental group seems to be in small advantage on a
descriptve level compared to the reference group F(1, 20) = 0.083, p = 0.776.
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Table 7. Correlations for group one (NonAR) for the topic pericyclic reactions.

GenOC Mental_Rotation P_Pre PostScore_P InL_P ExL_P GeL_P SUS_P

GenOC
Mental_Rotation 0.107

P_Pre 0.333 0.041
PostScore_P 0.411 0.870 * 0.452

InL_P −0.091 0.482 −0.257 0.571
ExL_P −0.089 0.305 0.414 0.147 −0.007
Gel_P −0.633 0.333 −0.361 0.346 0.625 0.285
SUS_P - - - - - - - -

* The correlation is significant at the level of p < 0.05.

Table 8. Correlations for group two (AR) for the topic pericyclic reactions.

GenOC Mental_Rotation P_Pre PostScore_P InL_P ExL_P GeL_P SUS_P

GenOC
Mental_Rotation 0.116

P_Pre 0.014 0.032
PostScore_P 0.031 0.130 0.078

InL_P 0.333 0.033 −0.016 0.083
ExL_P 0.369 0.211 0.181 −0.064 0.310
Gel_P 0.020 0.473 −0.140 0.248 0.184 −0.121
SUS_P −0.505 0.154 −0.393 0.150 0.023 −0.641 * 0.013

* The correlation is significant at the level of p < 0.05.

Figure 7. Cognitive load for the topic pericyclic reactions (n = 21).

Further, some findings in the correlations shall be mentioned for this third topic. The
general abilites in organic chemistry or also the pre-test score correlates positively for group
one with the post-test score. Moreover, a medium-sized and significant connection between
the mental rotation abilities and the post-test score is visible for group one. In comparison
with group two, these correlations do not appear at all. The correlations between the
pre-test score or also the post-test scores with the three types of cognitive load turn out to
be larger for group one, than for group two. Futhermore, by considering the correlations
between the mental rotation abilities and the intrinsic as well as extraneous cognitive load,
group two shows smaller correlations, compared to group one. Again, the app-usability
correlates negatively and strong-sized with the extraneous cognitive load of the students.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Research Question One

In this paper we raised three different research questions. The first question is: Do
students perceive a lower cognitive load when learning organic chemistry AR-based,
compared to a control group? The presented results show that students, who used AR-
support perceived lower intrinsic as well as extraneous load in all of the three tested
topics of organic chemistry, than the students in the control group did on a descriptive
level. This means that they needed to invest a lower cognitive effort for understanding the
topics itself (intrinsic load) and also to comprehend the instructional designs, including
the representations of organic chemistry (extraneous load). This finding is expectable,
with regard to the results of the meta-study by Ibáñez and Delgado-Kloos [8]. Properly
designed learning materials including additional tools like AR, which, e.g., avoid split-
attention effects could cause a difference in extraneous load, because learners only have
to effort a lower amount of extraneous cognitive load in comprehending the materials,
comparing to a reference group, like already reported by Altmeyer and colleagues [11].
The reduction of extraneous cognitive load is also a proof that it was successful, to add
an additional representation type in the investigated learning setting, without causing a
cognitive overload. However, what is pretty worth to point out, are the group differences
also in intrinsic cognitive load. Usually it would be expectable that the intrinsic cognitive
load, which describes the complexity of a learning topic itself, can hardly be influenced
by any kind of learning support like the AR-use. Here in all three topics, learners of the
experimental group perceived a lower intrinsic cognitive load, than the students of the
reference group did. It has to be kept in mind that the only difference between both groups
during elaborating the topics was using AR or not.

The amounts of intrinsic cognitive load of both groups do not change from the first
to the second topic. The intrinsic cognitive load of group one is also for the third topic
comparable with the first and the second one. However, group two reports a noticeable
increase of intrinsic cognitive load for the topic pericyclic reactions. This increase shall be
interpreted with regard to the germane cognitive load. For stereochemistry and carbonyl-
chemistry, where the amounts of intrinsic cognitive load do not change relevantly, there
are no group differences in germane cognitive load. However, for the topic of pericyclic
reactions, where the AR group perceived an increase in intrinsic cognitive load, they
outperformed group one clearly in germane cognitive load.

Keeping in mind that the topic of pericyclic reactions contains very abstracts concepts
and is the most complex one of the three investigated topics in this study, this finding leads
to the assumption that the impact of AR-based learning increases with the complexity of
the learning topic. This assumption corresponds to the statement of Bacca and colleagues,
“that AR is effective for teaching abstract or complex concepts” [4]. Nevertheless, the
results of lower intrinsic and extraneous cognitive loads of group two, which are in line
with existing literature, certify that the AR-use for stereochemistry and carbonyl-chemistry
is not useless at all. However, significant group differences in affective and cognitive
parameters, also with regard to the learning gains seem to be expectable for advanced
topics only, even if Nechypurenko and colleagues found out in their review study that
the most chemistry-related AR-tools are used on the introductory stage [3]. This open
contradiction, whether AR-use is more effective on an introductory or on an advanced
stage, demands for further research.

4.2. Research Question Two

As Bacca and colleagues [4] recommended to investigate the usability in AR-based
learning settings, research question two asked for interrelations between the AR-usability
and the students’ perceived cognitive load in our study.

The measured usability scores for all three topics are satisfying. On the scale from
zero (bad) to 100 (best imaginable) the usability scores for the three topics fit into the best
twenty percent. Applying the adjective rating scale by Bangor, Kortum, and Miller [38] the
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usability score of stereochemistry can be interpreted as “good” and the usability scores for
carbonyl-chemistry and pericyclic reactions can be interpreted as “excellent”. Although
limited to the specific AR-application, these usability ratings are comparable to the results
of a usability investigation with an AR-based learning setting in physics by Altmeyer and
colleagues [11].

The further calculations showed significant and negative bivariate correlations for
all dates of measurement between the usability scores, which represent the app-usability,
and the perceived extraneous cognitive loads. These findings can be interpreted as the
better the student rate the app-usability, the lower they perceive extraneous cognitive load.
These connections underline the concerns of Bacca and colleagues [4] as well as Nielsen
and colleagues [2] that inverted would mean that a severe designed AR-setting will cause a
cognitive overload while learning. Fortunately, due to the good or even excellent usability
scores as well as the low extraneous cognitive loads, this is not the case in this study. In
addition, the results suggest that a separate measurement of extraneous, intrinsic, and
germane cognitive load is useful to evaluate the effects of comparable learning supports.
The fact that the usability scores consistently and exclusively correlate with the perceived
extraneous load can be seen as a validity criterion for the separate measurement.

4.3. Research Question Three

Research question three asked for the influence of mental rotation abilities on cognitive
load, when learning AR-based or not, respectively. The results of the correlations differ
between the three topics. For stereochemistry, the correlations between mental rotation
abilities and the intrinsic as well as extraneous cognitive load appeared to be contradictory
with the existing literature. Ibáñez and Delgado-Kloos reported in their systematic review
that most of the science-related AR-tools foster the learners in elaborating spatial abilities [8].
According to this it would be expectable that the correlations between mental rotation
abilities and intrinsic or extraneous cognitive load would be larger for group one than
for group two. The relatively small sample size (group one: N = 22; group two: N = 19)
could be an explanation, why the mental rotation abilities have a greater influence on the
cognitive load when elaborating stereochemistry AR-based, than in a more traditional
way. For carbonyl-chemistry as well as for pericyclic reactions the correlations between the
parameters were smaller for students, who worked AR-based, compared to group one. Here
the supporting character of AR already found in other publications is apparent [6,8,10],
because the influence of mental rotation abilities on the cognitive load decreased due
to AR-use.

However, the question remains still open to why the results for carbonyl-chemistry
and pericyclic reactions align with the insights of earlier research, but for the topic stere-
ochemistry, they do not. The differences between the three topics could be explained by
considering the sample of the study. The students in the lecture “Organische Chemie II”
(organic chemistry II) typically succeeded already in the basic-lecture of organic chemistry.
Typically, stereochemistry is a topic on the introductory level of organic chemistry and
is sometimes even part of general chemistry lectures. With regard to Tuckey and col-
leagues [25], who stated that mental rotation abilities could be advanced by training, it can
be assumed that some kind of training effect has already taken place due to participating
in the basic-lecture of organic chemistry. In contrast, carbonyl-chemistry and pericyclic
reactions typically are advanced topics in organic chemistry, including complex and quite
abstract concepts. It can be assumed that the students of the investigated sample did not
meet those concepts before. In light of the discussion of research question one, there was
the assumption that AR-based learning becomes more effective with increasing complexity,
a similar trend becomes apparent here. While the correlation between mental rotation
abilities and intrinsic cognitive load increases for group one for carbonyl-chemistry as well
as for pericyclic reactions, this correlation does not increase for group two. In conclusion
on research question three, the results indicate that using AR can reduce the influence of
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mental rotation abilities on the learners’ cognitive load, especially if topics are discussed,
the students are faced with for the very first time.

4.4. Discussion on Further Findings

In addition to the three research questions, the correlation analyses also showed some
other interesting findings. Next to the investigation of mental rotation abilities and their
connection to cognitive load, it seems also worth to examine their connection to the post-test
scores. The calculations showed that there are medium to strong-sized correlations between
the mental rotation abilities and the post-test scores for group one. For stereochemistry and
pericyclic reactions, these are even significant. In contrast, these correlations do not appear
for the students of group two. So, besides the influence on cognitive load, augmented
reality seems also be able to reduce the influence of mental rotation abilities on the learning
gains [16,17]. This finding is very promising to overcome difficulties for low-achievers in
mental rotation when learning complex chemical concepts and also, to overcome possible
sex-differences in mental rotation abilities, as pointed out by Halpern and Collaer [20,33].
For further research it would be very interesting to conduct a follow-up test on mental
rotation abilities after several AR-uses, to investigate, whether the AR-learning improved
the learners mental rotation abilities sustainably [16,17].

Another aspect, which is also interesting to consider, are the organic chemistry abilities
in general and their effect on the post-test scores. As already found by Dickmann [24], also
in our study for the group one, the prior knowledge was a relevant predictor for post-test
success, while it was not for group two. So, it could be possible that AR-based learning
also seems to be able to reduce the influence of prior knowledge in organic chemistry on
the learning success.

4.5. Limitations and Outlook

Although the findings of this study are promising, some limitations have to be men-
tioned. The most important limitation of our study is the relatively small sample size we
based our analyses on. This small sample size is also a result of the huge dropout, which
unfortunately took place from the pre-test (62 students) over the semester towards the third
intervention (27 students). Larger sample sizes always enable to make more meaningful
statements. Therefore, we aim to re-run the study gain a much larger sample size. This
will allow to replicate and validate the obtained results. Once the data collection will be
completed, we plan to measure also learning gains from pre- to post-test and also possible
group differences in post-test scores to investigate, whether the AR-support will affect also
the students learning gains. For a replication study, it is also conceivable to extend the
AR-based learning to other topics of organic chemistry.

4.6. Conclusions

Our self-developed learning settings fulfil the five design principles for chemistry-
related visualization tools by Wu and Shah [16]. Therefore, our AR-app offers itself as
supplemental medium to convey the three investigated topics and also to train represen-
tational competencies as well as visuospatial thinking. The obtained results indicate that
learning the topics stereochemistry, carbonyl-chemistry, and pericyclic reactions AR-based,
reduces the intrinsic as well as extraneous cognitive load compared to a reference group.
The usability of the AR has proven to be a key-factor on extraneous cognitive load and is
closely linked with it. Therefore, a good usability should be ensured, when developing
AR-based learning settings. By using AR while learning chemistry topics, also the influence
of prior knowledge in organic chemistry as well as mental rotation abilities on the cognitive
load as well as on the post-test results could be reduced. Our results suggest that especially
for complex and abstract concepts, the AR-use becomes more and more effective.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online. The scaling and rotating of virtual
three-dimensional models on screen explained in Figure 3, can be accessed as a short video clip via
https://youtu.be/wx4vqcsIaE4, accessed on 23 February 2021. To get an impression of how anima-

https://youtu.be/wx4vqcsIaE4
https://youtu.be/wx4vqcsIaE4
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tions of complex three-dimensional chemical reactions, like the Diels–Alder-Reaction explained in Fig-
ure 4, are included in the AR-app please click on the following link: https://youtu.be/-EkdaVhvCQs,
accessed on 23 February 2021.
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